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TURBONEGRO- RESERECTION’ DVD 
 
Turbonegro embody all the spirit of real rock ‘n’ roll...there really 
isn’t a band like them...they are unpredictable, dangerous, exciting, 
original, vulgar and can write songs like a motherfucker. They are out  
of control.  
 
They are pretty much like a molotov cocktail of the gritty, threatening 
rock ‘n’ roll of the Dwarves, Dead Boys,  Alice Cooper, Queen, New York 
Dolls, Bowie, Iggy Pop, GG Allin etc and they mix all this up and crate 
a blend of rock ‘n’ roll that’s totally erratic and wild. They blend 
uber-homosexuality with ritualism and ambiguity to create deathpunk. 
This DVD documents their four year hiatus before their re-emergence at 
the Quart Festival and, like the band itself, this is wrought with 
impulsiveness, uncertainty, absurdity, danger and fun.  Singer Hank had 
to leave the band because he felt he was deteriorating and having 
seeing and hearing hallucinations during being addicted to heroin so 
moved to a tiny fishing village in Norway to work in a tiny museum in 
the Summer and doing a radio show in winter...now, as I said Turbonegro 
are totally unpredictable and more than a touch eccentric so how 
contrived these stories are I don’t know...but I fucking loved this 
documentary...it’s a fantastic piece of rock ‘n’ roll. I love Hank 
drinking chilled cod liver oil straight from the bottle, I love seeing 
a firecracker blow out of his ass, I love that Turbonegro were 
originally called Nazipenis and I love that it’s all so ambiguous. This 
is a fucking great documentary and it’s followed by the Quart festival 
performance which rules. Turbonegro have re-defined rock ‘n’ roll for 
themselves and collected all the sleaze, grit, fun and grime form the 
past 50 years and let it ferment into something unbelievable and 
inescapable. I love Turbonegro and this is a totally essential 
documentary that you need to get ASAP. Fantastic booklet and liner 
notes too...what a package. 
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